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ABSTRACT

A brief overview of the evolution of gynecology in Peru in the last 200 years is done. Following the medicine and surgery practiced by the inhabitants in the pre-Hispanic era, known through their huacos and archeological sites, and after the development of diagnostic and operative gynecology with the systematic use of the speculum in the 19th century, which made possible interventions such as uterine curettage and posterior colpotomy for the drainage of pelvic abscesses, the history of Peruvian gynecology would begin in 1878, when Lino Alarco performed the first gynecological surgery by laparotomy to remove an ovarian tumor. Néstor Corpancho, in his service at the Hospital de Santa Ana, was the first to perform myomectomies by laparotomy, as well as hysterectomies. In 1879, the Chair of Gynecology was created in the Faculty of Medicine of the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, and later the first modern operating room was installed in Peru. In 1898, Constantino T. Carvallo initiated the training of brilliant gynecologists, which was later continued with the schooling of specialists and access to updated medical information. Current COVID-19 pandemic requires monitoring of women’s short and long term health, their gestations and newborns’ lives, greater investment in health, trained professionals in emergency and person-centered health, research on diseases and their prevention, learn more about genetics, immunology, metabolic syndrome and related comorbidities (obesity, hypertension, diabetes mellitus), how to prolong healthy life, use nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, robotics, and more.
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RESUMEN

Se realiza una visión sucinta de la evolución de la ginecología en el Perú en los últimos 200 años. A continuación de la medicina y cirugía practicada por los habitantes en la era prehispánica, conocida por sus huacos y sitios arqueológicos, y después del desarrollo de la ginecología diagnóstica y operatoria con el uso sistemático del espéculo en el siglo XIX, que posibilitó intervenciones como el legrado uterino y la colpotomía posterior para el drenaje de abscesos pélvicos, la historia de la ginecología peruana se iniciaría en 1878, cuando Lino Alarco realizó la primera cirugía ginecológica por laparotomía, al extirpar un quiste tumoral de ovario. Néstor Corpancho, en su Servicio del Hospital de Santa Ana, fue el primero en realizar miomectomías por laparotomía, así como histerectomías. En 1879 se creó la Cátedra de Ginecología en la Facultad de Medicina de la Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, instalándose posteriormente el primer quirófano moderno en el Perú. En 1898, Constantino T. Carvallo inició la formación de brillantes ginecólogos, continuada más adelante con la formación escolarizada de especialistas y acceso a la información médica actualizada. La actual pandemia COVID-19 requiere vigilar la salud de la mujer a corto y largo plazo, las gestaciones y vida de los recién nacidos, mayor inversión en salud, profesionales capacitados en emergencias y salud centrada en la persona, investigar sobre enfermedades y su prevención, conocer más sobre genética, inmunología, síndrome metabólico y comorbididades relacionadas (obesidad, hipertensión, diabetes mellitus), cómo prolongar la vida saludable, utilizar la nanotecnología, inteligencia artificial, robótica, y más.
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INTRODUCTION

We can learn part of the Peruvian pre-Hispanic history of health by observing the huacos -ceramic objects found in the huacas, tombs of the ancient Indians-, which in their shapes and drawings present diverse scenes of life, nature and customs of thousands of years ago. Human health and illnesses attracted the attention of ancient ceramists, who engraved representations of sexuality, pregnancy and childbirth, and various health problems. In addition, the finding of tumis (gold cer-
emonial cutting instruments used in cranial trepanations), obsidian knives, metallic clamps, bone needles, show us their advances in surgical procedures in soft tissue, the skull, face and extremities, malformations, tumors. They also used herbs, concoctions and rituals with supernatural concepts to cure diseases, as well as fertility rites and the cult of the dead. The stone engravings in the archaeological site of Sechin in Chimbote, Ancash, where there are lithic blocks decorated with reliefs of mutilated bodies and organs of the human body sculpted more than 4,000 years ago, are striking. Among them, we have found engravings of female organs.

Then came the experiences of Spaniards and Creoles with basic and life-saving cures and surgeries, both in Hispanic times and during independence, as Alvarez notes in an article in this issue. Later came the formalization of medical and surgical education with the appearance of the Royal College of Medicine and Surgery of San Fernando, in 1808. This occurred with the beginning of academic teaching in Mexico and Uruguay, among other Latin American countries.

The proclamation of the independence of Peru by José de San Martín in the Main Square of Lima, on July 28, 1821, occurred after proclamations in other parts of the country, when half of the Peruvian territory was in the hands of the royalists and in the midst of a series of political, social and geological events that marked the destiny of our country. On December 9, 1824, the patriot victory in the battle of Ayacucho led to the Spanish capitulation and the end of their dominion in South America. Later, in 1854, during the government of Ramón Castilla, slavery was abolished. In 1868, off the coast of Tacna there was an earthquake of magnitude 8.8 on the Richter scale that left more than 25,000 dead.

Between 1879 and 1883 the war with Chile occurred, which meant a great economic and political disaster for the country. On October 5, 1885, Daniel A. Carrión, a medical student who experimentally inoculated himself with blood contaminated with Bartonella bacilliformis to contract the Peruvian wart, died; he is considered a "Martyr of Peruvian Medicine". Women voted for the first time in the 1956 general elections and, in 1962, Martin de Porres was canonized by Pope John XXIII, becoming the first black-skinned saint in the Americas. In 1980, the so-called "Shining Path" began terrorist actions that left tens of thousands of Peruvians dead; its leader Abimael Guzmán was captured in 1992. In 2010, the novelist Mario Vargas Llosa received the Nobel Prize for Literature. And, on March 5, 2020, the first case of COVID-19 was detected in Peru, a disease that has so far caused around 200,000 deaths and among others, has revealed serious deficiencies in our health care system, in specialized human resources and in medical training.

We will briefly describe the evolution of gynecology in the country during the republican period, separating it into 3 periods.

**Period 1821-1875 - Preliminary stage**

In the 1820s, the use of Récamier’s tubular metallic speculum for vaginal inspection became popular, which facilitated gynecological diagnosis. In 1845, Sims introduced a new speculum design in the form of a “duckbill” and, after multiple modifications, in 1941 the Graves speculum appeared, which is used today and is easy to introduce and maneuver. This allowed in the 19th century the advancement of diagnostic and operative gynecology, making it possible to perform interventions such as uterine curettage and posterior colpotomy for the drainage of pelvic abscesses.

In 1846, the American dentist William Morton used the gaseous anesthetic ether for a painless tooth extraction, ushering in the anesthetic era of surgery. Subsequently, barbiturates and muscle relaxants appeared, as well as regional anesthesia.

In 1822, Sauter performed a vaginal hysterectomy, although there is a reference that the first vaginal hysterectomy was performed in 1726 by Robert Houston, in Glasgow.

**Period 1876-1950 - Birth and development of gynecology in Peru**

Advances in general surgery and especially in gynecology were made in the last 25 years of the 19th century. Intraperitoneal surgery was practiced in Europe and North America by Koeberlé, Pean, Czerny, Billroth and others. After McDowell’s pioneer ovariectomy in 1809, Koeberlé and Pran practiced ovariectomy in 1862.
and 1864, respectively, an operation of very high risk, failures and high mortality. Progress of this type of surgery in Peru was slow because of the likelihood of peritonitis. However, the ovariectomy for tumor cyst performed by Lino Alarco Bedriñana at the patient’s home, on June 12, 1878, was so successful that it became famous. In this first gynecological surgery by laparotomy, general anesthesia with chloroform was used, it lasted a little more than two and a half hours and drainage was left for the removal of the metallic loop that held the ovarian pedicle for several days. The Supreme Government requested a report on this intervention from the Faculty of Medicine, in service to needy patients.

In December 1895, the chair of gynecology was founded at the Faculty of Medicine of the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos, for which Dr. Téndulo Constantino Carvallo - appointed full professor of the chair by Supreme Decree of Nicolás de Piérola in June 1897 - built the Nuestra Señora de La Merced Ward at the Santa Ana Hospital, with 10 beds and the first modern operating room in Peru, thanks to the generous contribution of a full year of his salary as a professor. The inaugural class was given by Carvallo on August 17, 1898. In this small room, Carvallo revolutionized the hospital care of gynecological diseases and established a true teaching center, in which numerous gynecologists and surgeons were trained, such as David Matto, Mariano Alcedán, Pablo Mimbela, Eduardo Bello, Miguel Aljovín, among others. The general surgeon Guillermo Gastañeta also dominated all gynecological operations and was a factor in its progress. Carvallo implanted in the hospital of Santa Ana and in the Maison de Santé Clinic the sterilization procedures and the practices of modern surgical asepsis advocated by Lister and Pasteur. He was also the first to use in Peru the Poupinel dry stove for sterilization, the rubber gloves of Halstear and Chaput and brought the first X-ray apparatus, with which, in 1896, he took the first plate from the hand of President Don Nicolás de Piérola and later from the writer Ricardo Palma. He was also a pioneer in the importation of radium for the treatment of cancer and a precursor in the use of radiotherapy in oncological treatment. He is justly considered the ‘Father of Peruvian Gynecology’.

In 1908, Bello reported his experience with total hysterectomy in 17 patients at the Santa Ana Hospital, three of whom died. By 1929, abdominal hysterectomy became popular for benign pathologies of the uterus.

In the first decades of the 20th century, the old Hospital Real de Santa Ana gave rise to two large hospitals, one for obstetrics (La Maternidad de Lima) and the other for gynecology (Hospital Arzobispo Loayza), both staffed by eminent physicians. In 1924 the Arzobispo Loayza Hospital was inaugurated, and Dr. Constantino J. Carvallo Alzamora took charge of the gynecology service until his death in 1952. The first gynecologists of Ward 5 of Loayza Hospital, besides Carvallo, were Alfredo Curotto, Luis Esteves, César Heraud C., Lucas Molina Navía, Alberto Santos Astete and Marcelino Castellares, who were founding members of the Peruvian Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology, on June 30, 1947.

For many years, and well into the twentieth century, subtotal or supracervical hysterectomy would be described by Howard Kelly and used to reduce infectious morbidity by not opening the vagina.

The case of Lina Medina, the youngest known mother, who had her baby by cesarean section at the age of 5 years, 7 months and 21 days, on May 14, 1939, caused a sensation in the world. In addition to the obstetric uniqueness, it should be considered that her reproductive endocrine system unusually advanced her physiology by several years, with precocious puberty and first menstruation at 2 years and 8 months.

At that time, the most important hospitals in Peru were dedicated to women’s health. The Hospital Arzobispo Loayza only had gynecological care and the Hospital Maternidad de Lima, obstetric care. Something similar occurred in Callao, with obstetric care at the Maternidad del Callao and gynecological care at the Hospital Guadalupe de la Beneficencia del Callao. European ideas still considered that women’s illnesses, including pregnancy and childbirth, were “secrets” and should not be attended or witnessed by men, except in exceptional circumstances.
Period 1951-2021 - Consolidation and Advancement of Gynecology in Peru

In general terms, the mutilating gynecological surgery, with large incisions, massive mobilization of organs, forced drainage, many risks and multiple complications, gave way to the current surgery, safe and with sporadic complications. Ruiz-Velasco points out that the reasons for this improvement\(^8\) are that surgical diagnosis is earlier and giant tumors of the ovary or uterus are no longer seen, due to accessibility to health centers and better methods of detection and diagnosis (laboratory, ultrasound, tomography, magnetic resonance, among others). We will add the introduction of broad-spectrum antibiotics, minimally invasive surgical technology (laparoscopy, hysteroscopy), modern anesthetic procedures, adequate specialized preparation of surgeons, access to more scientific information and certification of surgical specialties and subspecialties.

There is no doubt that the school-based training of specialists in gynecology and obstetrics through the medical residency program, which the Universidad Nacional Mayor de San Marcos started with Dr. Abraham Ludmir in 1961 and soon spread throughout the country, contributed decisively to the development of the specialty in Peru.

The surgical management of pelvic floor pathology and stress urinary incontinence, although performed since the 19th century, acquired greater importance since the 1950s, due to better results and lower morbidity\(^9-11\), the most commonly used techniques being vaginal hysterectomy with Kelly’s antero-posterior plasty\(^12\), the Burch operation and the Marshall-Marchetti-Krantz technique. In the last 15 years, the use of meshes and tapes has been added\(^13,14\). We note that urogynecology is a subspecialty that has undergone great development.

In Peru, at the end of the 1970s, Victor Diaz, Luz Jefferson and Javier Bacini performed the first diagnostic laparoscopies and tubal blocks by laparoscopy at the Loayza Hospital\(^15\). Eduardo Maradiegue did the same at the Hospital Nacional Cayetano Heredia\(^16\). As technology improved with the appearance of the video camera and sophisticated instruments, the laparoscopic approach spread rapidly, allowing the diagnosis and treatment of various gynecologic pathologies in public hospitals and private institutions since the 1990s\(^17-20\). In 1995, Seminario published the first cases of hysterectomy assisted by laparoscopy\(^21\). Vaginal vault prolapse and stress urinary incontinence began to be surgically corrected laparoscopically\(^22\).

In the 1990s, several private and public centers acquired the hysteroscope, initially diagnostic. Later, the Bettocchi hysteroscope and the resectoscope were used for the correction of intrauterine pathologies, such as polyps, myomas, synchieae, septa, foreign bodies\(^23-25\). These interventions are performed both in the operating room and in the office\(^26\).

Cases of congenital vaginal agenesis were operated since 1970 in ward 5 of Hospital Loayza, using the Mc Indoe technique, with skin lining in the neoagina and transitional acrylic prostheses, which were later replaced by foam rubber\(^27\). Other techniques have been used in the country for the lining of the neoagina. And for the first time in the region, in 2007 a laparoscopic-assisted neoagina creation using peritoneum was performed\(^28\).

Regarding family planning, the first intrauterine device (IUD), the so-called Zipper ring made of nylon, was introduced in Peru in 1964. At the end of the 1960s, the Lippes loop began to be used, which was later replaced by the copper T, due to its greater safety and efficacy. It has also been used successfully in the postpartum period\(^29\), and recently the IUD medicated with levonorgestrel was introduced, which is associated with lower menstrual volume\(^30\). Combined oral contraceptives (COCs) arrived in Peru in the 1960s, but their use became popular in the 1980s. Since then, changes in doses and estrogenic and progestin components have increased the supply and safety of COCs, reducing side effects. In the 1990s, subdermal implants began to be used in the country\(^31\).

In 1977 the radiologist Elio Quirós Diaz introduced ultrasound in Peru. When the gray scale appeared, ultrasound had a great acceptance for clinical diagnosis in the specialty. In the 1980s, color Doppler appeared in two-dimensional imaging, and the transducers were improved, enhancing the quality of the images obtained. Three-dimensional imaging (3D) and...
moving image (4D) came-forth later. Being a cheap, innocuous and reproducible procedure, ultrasound has become an indispensable tool for the diagnosis and management of obstetric and gynecologic patients and in reproductive medicine[32].

The Peruvian Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology (SPOG) was founded 74 years ago, in 1947, with the mission of contributing to the development of science for the benefit of Peruvian women. In 1955, the first issue of the Peruvian Journal of Gynecology and Obstetrics (RPGO), the official organ of the Peruvian Society of Obstetrics and Gynecology, appeared under the name Gynecology and Obstetrics. In this issue, the president of SPOG and Editor of the RPGO, Dr. Lucas Molina Navia, included four gynecological articles: Some considerations regarding vulvar cancer, Carcinoma in situ of the cervix and pregnancy, Uterotubal persufflations, and 98.4% approximation in the diagnosis of uterine cancer by the Papnicolaou method in 482 selected patients. The publications in the RPGO allow us to know the evolution of this specialty in our environment. Up to 2017, 1,725 articles had been published, of which 350 referred to gynecological topics, 25.3% of the total[33]. We gynecologists have learned more and more about gametes, fertilization, implantation, contraception, inflammation, cellular life, tissue renewal, apoptosis, climacteric and menopause, prolongation of life expectancy, physiology and reproductive medicine, infections, genital prolapse and urinary incontinence, gynecological and breast cancer, genetics, ultrasound, endoscopic surgery, in addition to topics related to pregnancy, childbirth, maternal and perinatal morbidity and mortality, at sea level and altitude. And members of the SPOG have created institutional chapters such as the Peruvian Societies of Fertility, Perinatology, Climacteric and Menopause, Ultrasound, Laparoscopic Surgery, Contraception, Fetal Medicine, among others[34]. We have also learned to be careful in the use of medications, antibiotics, hormones, diagnostic and invasive procedures, when to stop at surgery. And we are applying molecular genetics, genomics, gene editing, epigenetics, immunology, while not neglecting the quality of health care focused on women, disease prevention, and learning about the application of artificial and robotic technology.

Having fleetingly traced the history of gynecology up to the present day, we wonder what will be the future of gynecology and medicine after this year of celebration of the Bicentennial of the Independence of Peru.

**WHAT IS FORESEEN FOR THE FUTURE OF HEALTHCARE SYSTEMS?**

100 years ago, the average man had a life expectancy on only 47 years, antibiotics or vaccines and primary care had not been invented, 95% of all births occurred at home, and the leading causes of death were pneumonia, influenza, tuberculosis and diarrhea. Doctors had little education, including no college education[35]. Current issues of our healthcare systems are insufficient care quality and patient safety, a misguided focus on acute care instead of preventing and maintaining population health, an inadequate person-centered approach, and unsustainable cost[36].

According to the 2020 Women’s Health Survey conducted by the Kaiser Family Foundation, nearly one-third of US women in poor or fair health lacked health care during the COVID-19 pandemic, indicating the impact of the pandemic on women's access to health care and care delivery[37]. In South American countries, national health systems, the number of physicians and health professionals, and care for the millions of people infected with the virus was generally improvised, incomplete, inconsistent, and non-uniform. The next decade will see major changes in healthcare and system design, driven by digital health, growing consumerism, and increasing financial constraints, all accelerated by COVID-19[36].

The length of stay for recovery from procedures is said to have decreased substantially due to technological advances that have also allowed for an increase in outpatient surgeries. Shorter hospital stays also benefit patients’ health because they limit potential exposure to germs and possible medical errors, and physicians are more open about diagnosis and treatment for shared decision making and patient empowerment[38].

A blog author proposes the top last century medical technology advances that have contributed to the quality of care and better outcomes.
of today: the electroencephalogram (1924), the negative pressure ventilator (1928), minimally invasive surgery using a cystoscope to treat bladder lesions (1931), the pacemaker (1936), dialysis (1943), the disposable catheter (1944), cardiac defibrillation (1947), magnetic resonance (1952), the heart-lung bypass machine and the cochlear prosthesis (1953), fetal (Doppler) ultrasound (1958), the insulin pump (1963), the computerized tomodiary scanner (CT scan, 1971), the first successful implantation of an artificial heart (1982), robots and lasers (1987), the bionic limb (1993), the artificial knee (2004), and 3D-printed body parts (2013)(39). Other advances include nanotherapies, digital diagnostic tools, wireless monitoring devices, internet applications that can connect devices to a smart grid, and artificial intelligence (AI) that can help monitor patient conditions. The CT scan was just one development in a centuries-long quest to more precisely visualize lesions in the human body. A half-century later, the CT scanner has become part of the fabric of routine medical care(40).

The report by the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industry Associations (EFPIA), under the title “Strengthening healthcare systems through smart spending”, contains seven recommendations for the future: measure health outcomes in a standardized way and make data public; improve care coordination with the drive for digital health and data aggregation systems; promote cost efficiency; strengthen prevention, early detection and health intervention and health education; incentivize payment models for outcomes rather than volume; integrate budgets across the healthcare cycle; and share best practices(41).

Telemedicine is the exchange of medical information from one location to another using electronic communication, including computers, smartphones, messaging, as an appropriate and efficient means of remote delivery of health care. Its use has increased worldwide with the COVID-19 pandemics, expanding accessibility and efficiency through reducing physician-patient contact, need to travel, hospital stay duration and readmissions, costs. Due to the closure of first level healthcare centers and decrease of human health personal due to age, comorbidities and viral infection, telemedicine has decreased the time to obtain a medical appointment in 80% in Peru(42). Telemedicine requires a good digital internet platform for real-time communication.

Chronic diseases of women in the gynecological practice

The major studies related to health and disease have been carried out in men more than in women, which makes it necessary to expand the studies dedicated to women, in order to be able to act specifically and with solvency on their health. However, there are new developments in the management of women’s diseases and new technological horizons are being published in the most important medical journals in the world. Some of them are summarized in the following lines.

It is known that the case fatality rate is higher in men than in women, and it has been hypothesized that the estrogenic hormone is the main reason for the longer life expectancy of women. This relationship has also been found with susceptibility to severe acute respiratory syndrome from coronavirus 2, as the likelihood of severe infection and mortality from COVID-19 is lower in premenopausal women, but not in postmenopausal women(43). It is possible that down-regulation of protective ACE2 expression in elderly and pregnant patients may increase their risk of COVID-19. New evidence could refute the first assertion, as we will see below. It remains essential to defend the role of science as an avenue for improving health(44).

The Member States of the World Health Organization (WHO), recognizing the increasing burden of non-communicable diseases (NCDs), adopted a Political Declaration in this regard during the 65th World Health Assembly, in which they set a target of reducing premature mortality from cancer and important NCDs (cardiovascular diseases, chronic respiratory diseases and diabetes) by 25% by 2025. Acute lower respiratory infections and cerebrovascular diseases are the leading causes of death in men and women in Peru. In the case of women, the third leading cause of death is diabetes mellitus, followed by interstitial lung disease, ischemic heart disease, malignant neoplasm of the stomach, hypertensive diseases(45).

There have been advances in reproductive health and improvements in women's well-being throughout the life span, including reduction in cardiovascular disease (50%) and cancer mortality. But, despite accounting for 35% of wom-
In the following paragraphs we present recent relevant studies on some gynecologic diseases whose current management would not necessarily be the correct one.

Endometriosis consists of ectopic implants of endometrial tissue that complicate women during their reproductive years. Endometriosis occurs in a high percentage of women without producing symptomatology, but is expressed with pelvic pain, infertility or deep invasion in a group of genetically predisposed women, whose immune response is aberrant\(^{(50)}\). Many women with endometriosis require medical and surgical treatments that are not always well tolerated or successful, as well as assisted reproductive techniques for infertility. A Canadian study of 84,885 women aged 18 to 50 years who were followed for a median of 10 years has found that women who undergo surgery for endometriosis by diagnostic laparoscopy are significantly more likely to require further surgery within the first postoperative year, while women who undergo major conservative surgery are significantly less likely to require further surgery within the first postoperative year\(^{(51)}\). This reaffirms the knowledge that the results of surgery in endometriosis are unpredictable. We suggest that, according to the publications on the association of endometriosis with autoimmune diseases, it is necessary to deepen these studies and find treatments that correct the immunological alteration of endometriosis, medications that do not have impact on a woman’s fertility\(^{(52)}\).

Women with infertility also appear to face increased risks for severe maternal morbidity, cancer and chronic diseases. Between 2003 and 2019, a retrospective analysis compared 72,786 women with infertility with 3,845,790 women without infertility. In 16,473,458 person-years of follow-ups, 13,934 women died. Women with infertility had a 32% higher relative risk for death from any cause than women without infertility. Although the absolute risk for death was low in both groups, women with infertility faced a higher relative risk for mortality than women without infertility\(^{(53)}\). It is known that pregnancies resulting from infertility treatments are associated with pregnancy complications, such as the risk of multiple births, preeclampsia, premature delivery and cesarean sections. However, there are few studies observing the long-term evolution of women treated for infertility. The results of the
aforementioned communication should encourage gynecologists to discuss with the woman with fertility problems the relationship between infertility and the possibility of developing diseases later in life, recommending continued medical follow-up.

Stress incontinence is common among women, but underdiagnosed. It is estimated that about 50% of adult women suffer from urinary incontinence, and only 25 to 61 percent of symptomatic women seek medical care. Screening can be easily achieved by asking women if they have urinary leakage with coughing, laughing, sneezing, or exercise. Effective initial interventions include weight loss in overweight or obese women and pelvic-floor muscle Kegel exercises. Other options include pessaries or surgery (most commonly midurethral mesh sling surgery) for women with bothersome symptoms not responsive to other interventions. There are successful experiences of about 95% in the surgical treatment of stress urinary incontinence in Peru, in patients evaluated 5 to 10 years later. Now, ACOG reports that urinary incontinence in women can harm their mental health. Researchers analyzed data from 10,000 adult women who participated in a Portuguese Health Ministry survey conducted every five years. Those who reported incontinence were 66% more likely than others to have been diagnosed with depression, and they also visited their doctor more often for mental health reasons. Thus, brain and neurological modifications in women in the menopausal transition are influenced by endocrine aging. However, biomarker studies indicate that biochemical and cellular recovery activities occur, which will be better understood in the future.

Cancer in Women

ACOG, in collaboration with the Society of Academic Specialists in Obstetrics and General Gynecology, has conducted a rigorous analysis to identify key areas of women’s health that have undergone notable changes. These include breast and cervical cancer screening. However, according to the Pan American Health Organization, 45% of cancer deaths worldwide occur in the Americas region where the number of deaths will increase from 1.2 million in 2008 to 2.1 million in 2030 due to the effect of population aging and changing lifestyles (consumption of tobacco, alcohol, unhealthy diet, physical inactivity). Carriers of genetic mutations diagnosed with ovarian cancer use fewer oral contraceptives (ever use: 58.6% for BRCA1 and 53.5% BRCA2) than unaffected carriers (ever use: 88.9% for BRCA1 and 80.7% for BRCA2). The median duration of use was 7 years for BRCA1 and BRCA2 carriers who developed ovarian cancer and 9 and 8 years for unaffected BRCA1 and BRCA2 carriers.
carriers with ovarian cancer, respectively. For BRCA1 mutation carriers, longer duration of oral contraceptive use has been associated with greater reduction in the risk of ovarian cancer, and protection is long-term\(^\text{64}\).

In their daily practice, gynecologists should consider asking questions related to breast, cervical, ovarian cancer to their patients, so as to decrease early deaths. And interventions are needed to ensure that cancer treatment practices are equitable for all people, regardless of ethnicity or socioeconomic background\(^\text{65}\).

**Women Centered Medicine**

For the past few years, patient-centered care has been an intense focus of health care leaders as well as a byword for excellence in care delivery\(^\text{66}\). One of the innovations takes women into account, and women-centered care is now considered as part of women’s health care\(^\text{67}\). Yet patients still have little influence in matters that impact them the most. In the eBook, The Power of the Patient Voice, how leading health care organizations have given patients a more prominent voice is examined, so they can take greater responsibility and be more accountable for their own care. Using data gathered by the NEJM Catalyst Insights Council surveys and one-on-one interviews with Insights Council members, they analyze several aspects, including how their organizations are moving away from fee-for-service models to empower the patient voice; integrating social determinants of health and patient values into care plans; improving collaboration, including care team documentation, to carry the patient voice through the continuum of care; adapting health care access to align with patient needs; and updating medical training to include the importance of patient empowerment\(^\text{68}\).

The pandemic has also made visible the vulnerability of women to family violence and an increase in femicides, and labor violence, with loss of jobs. This impacts women’s health, hindering their cognitive, emotional and social skills\(^\text{69}\). Among the recommendations Well-Woman Care – A Well-Woman Chart was developed by the Women’s Preventive Services Initiative (WPSI) that provides a framework for incorporating preventive health services for women into clinical practice\(^\text{70}\). In this regard, Peru’s leading medical schools have begun the process of incorporating the concept of person-centered medicine into their curricula, including the issue of violence against women and femicide, which increased during the COVID-19 pandemic\(^\text{71}\).

At a time when the SARS-CoV-2 virus is reproducing again in Europe and the United States of North America in a probable third infectious wave, Peru has the highest number of deaths due to COVID-19 in the world in relation to the size of its population. The pregnant woman suffers a more severe disease due to the virus, sometimes with a process similar to preeclampsia, and greater fetal death, prematurity and maternal mortality in Peru. Vaccination is administered in pregnant women without major side effects, but the duration of immunity given by COVID-19 infection and by the vaccine is not known. It is also not known whether the viral infection will leave sequelae that affect their health, reproductive life and offspring.

**The future is closer**

Between 1999 and 2018, the population-based LIFE Child and the obesity-enriched Leipzig Obesity Childhood cohorts recruited 8,629 children and performed 37,493 comparative measurements of height, growth, and endocrine parameters in normal-weight and children with obesity (0–20 years). Children with obesity were significantly taller than normal-weight peers, differing at maximum by 7.6 cm (1.4 height, standard deviation scores) at age 6–8 years. Already at birth, children with obesity were slightly taller and thereafter had increased growth velocities by up to 1.2 cm/year. This growth acceleration was accompanied by increased levels of insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1), insulin and leptin. Early emergence before other profound comorbidities implies predisposition, environmental, and/or endocrine factors affecting growth in early life. Height reference values for children with obesity may enhance the precision of clinical health surveillance\(^\text{72}\). These parameters should be considered from childhood in women to determine their predisposition to obesity and related morbidities.

For prospective cohorts in Finland, Germany, Sweden, and the U.S., 24,662 children at increased genetic risk for development of islet autoantibodies and type 1 diabetes have been followed. The rate of progression to diabetes was inversely related to age at development of mul-
tiple autoantibodies, ranging from 20% per year to 6% per year in children developing multipositivity in ≤2 years or >7.4 years, respectively. In conclusion, the number of islet autoantibodies at seroconversion reliably predicts 15-year type 1 diabetes risk. In children retaining a single autoantibody, HLA-DR-DQ genotypes can further refine risk of progression. 

Knowing that the main cause of death in Peruvian women is breast cancer, young Peruvians have a project in data science that uses online artificial technology analysis to measure the risk of developing cancer in the population. The so-called preventiometer (prevenciómetro, in Spanish) takes into account certain habits, age, place of residence, type of activity performed and others. With this information, the test emits the type of risk that a person has of developing cancer and suggests preventive recommendations for medical check-ups.

In the first issue of the magazine, I+D+i Perú of the National Council of Science, Technology and Innovation (Concytec), some of the advances in innovation and development (R&D) in the country are exemplified in relation to the social demand during the pandemic situation. Specialists in robotics, artificial intelligence, telehealth, medical electronics, biochemistry, genetics, electromechanics, medical digital imaging, biostatistics or pharmacology, from the Department of Electronic Engineering and Mechatronics of the Peruvian University of Engineering and Technology (UTEC), are materializing research and development projects. These include a surgical robot for high-precision surgical interventions, the adaptation of CRISP-Cas technology for the early and effective detection of endemic diseases such as uta and the SARS-CoV-2 virus, textiles and leathers with antimicrobial, antifungal and virucidal properties, protection against ultraviolet rays thanks to the use of copper oxide and zinc oxide nanoparticles, design of an active drainage system for the treatment of glaucoma by reducing intraocular pressure and optic nerve damage, design of a soft hand prosthesis using soft robotics technology, production of a cereal that combines Andean grains with giant squid to combat anemia and malnutrition in children, the only one of its kind in the world. The materialization of these projects will mean a valuable contribution for the population and for our activity in medicine and surgery, in our case, in women’s care.

Finally, this is the current demographic dynamics in Peru. By 2021, women will account for 50.4% of the Peruvian population. The total fertility rate (TFR) has decreased from 6.9 in 1950 to 1.9 children per woman in 2020. The population aged 80 years and older continues to increase in volume, and the population over 60 years of age has increased from 6.4% in 1940 to 13.0% in 2021. Between 1986 and 2020, the percentage of adolescent females aged 15 to 19 who have ever been pregnant declined to 8.3%. The crude birth rate of 49 births per 1,000 population in 1950 decreased to 17.6 in 2019, and the crude death rate decreased from 22.1 to 5.8 deaths per 1,000 population in 2019. Between 1950 and 2021, the average number of children born to Peruvian women fell from 7.0 to 2.2, and infant deaths fell from 159.5 to 12.5 per 1,000 births, while life expectancy at birth increased from 43.8 to 77.0 years. It is expected that, in 2050, life expectancy at birth will reach 80.1 years and that the average number of children per woman will be 1.7, i.e., it will continue to be below the replacement rate (2.1 children per woman).

We observe that the medical and gynecological world after the Bicentennial of the Peruvian Independence will be different and astonishing. Molecular genetics, gene editing, epigenetics, nanotechnology, immunology, digitalization, flow charts, advanced technology, artificial intelligence, robotics and others will be in com-
mon use and will facilitate and may be offered to women for the preservation of their health, their physical and mental well-being and early detection and management of diseases. Much of this will depend on national political, economic and social evolution, control of pandemics and epidemics, better education from childhood, strengthening of the family, evolution of medical education and the institution of the concept of person-centered medicine and health.
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